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Dear Ms Barr 

 

Custody Hubs 

 

I refer to the above and thank you for inviting the Scottish Police Federation (SPF) to 

assist the Subcommittee with their work on this matter.  

 

In order to assist the Subcommittee in their understanding of the Hub and Spoke 

Policing Model (the Hub Model) I append a brief description of its operation to this 

substantive response. 

 

The SPF commends the Subcommittee for maintaining its interest in the issue of custody 

provision in the Police Service of Scotland (PSoS). We would however issue a plea that 

members do not allow themselves to be distracted from the wider ongoing issues in 

respect of police custody provision by being drawn into the single issue of custody hubs. 

 

In this regard we reiterate our view that transporting prisoners on long distances, to 

custody centres, or causing prisoners to spend extended periods of time in cages in 

police vehicles represents a human rights risk for the PSoS. We also consider this 

represents a significant health and safety risk, with the obvious associated risks for 

individual officers and the organisation. We also reiterate our view that the lack of 

investment in the police estate means the police service is forced to choose from a menu 

of poor options in response to the custody challenges it faces.   

 

The well documented issues the SPF identified in L Division in general and Oban 

specifically have still not been fully addressed. Our representatives advise that what was 

to be a 20 day programme of remedial works, commenced in July, has still not been 

completed and rather dispiritingly, opine that they do not expect them to be completed 

anytime soon. 
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The Hub model for Custody does not serve the communities in Argyll and the Isles well. 

There is no custody hub west of Clydebank. The intention for Oban to become the 

primary Custody Centre for Argyll is obviously impacted by the condition of the estate. 

Further there is no known plan that if or when Oban does become a primary centre, this 

will result in dedicated staff from the Criminal Justice Services Department (CJSD) being 

provided to run it.  

 

The recruitment of PSCOs into the custody hubs has ensured that the sheer number of 

police officer abstractions to deal with general custody supervision has decreased 

dramatically. This is welcome. However, and whilst the picture varies across the country, 

abstractions to deal with “prisoner watches” (where a risk of self-harm has been 

identified) has continued to increase. This results in further denuding of resources from 

response policing and on occasions, the CID. The perception amongst officers is that the 

number of custodies requiring constant observations has increased consistently 

(particularly in the West) and despite a welcome increase in PCSOs, these duties tend to 

fall on abstracted police officers. The consequential impact on day to day policing 

abilities in the affected areas remains considerable. 

 

With response police numbers so low, the conveying of prisoners to and from, and 

between custody centres (depending on the perceived risk or question of “ownership”) 

continues to be problematic.  

 

It would be unfair to say this is a universal complaint as some areas have reported this 

activity has almost ceased due to the use of “visual access” technology allowing 

supervisors to “see and hear” prisoners who have been processed by PCSOs in the more 

remote areas. The other side of this particular coin is that the remote supervisors often 

have no knowledge of the facility they are supervising and can be expected to perform 

remote supervision as part of their other duties.  

 

The move to create “PC Led custody centres” has also created difficulties and these are 

succinctly summarised in the following verbatim extract of comments received whilst 

seeking views for this submission; 

 

We have ‘Primary’ custody centres which have been moved to ‘PC’ led, these still 

require backfill from local Divisions to cover the abstractions.  These facilities are 

capped at 10 prisoners and they are unable to process prisoners who are too violent, 

have issues around care or vulnerability which means that they are taken to another 

custody centre, in some areas this means an additional 90 minutes travel with a 

custody kept within a cage (this does not include travel time).  This means we have a 

facility that is underused as a consequence of a lack of investment in supervision. 

 

This also places additional pressure on custody centres with Sergeants e.g. St Leonards 

is already one of the busiest custody centres in Scotland, prisoners who cannot be 

processed at Dalkeith are taken to St Leonards adding more pressure onto a custody 

centre that already cannot cope.  St Leonards generally has to transfer prisoners to 

other locations or under times of pressure officers are sent to Livingston or elsewhere 

which adds to the abstraction time.  

 

Constables working in PC led facilities have no ability to obtain refreshment breaks 

and often report frustration at contacting a supervisor in relation to prisoners and 

authorisations.  It also raises questions of who is supervising who within the custody 

centre, particularly when backfill is used 



 

Another colleague observed that it is lunacy to have to travel past police buildings with 

perfectly good custody facilities to get to another.  

 

Despite the welcome increase in PSCOs the number of complaints the SPF receives 

about long wait time at custody hubs had not diminished.  

 

In addition to the above, the SPF continues to receive regular complaints in respect of 

custody issues from our members. These continue to be raised internally and do not 

lend themselves to detailed replication for public consumption but can be summarised 

as follows; 

 

 Lengthy delays in the processing of prisoners 

 Disputes at custody centres over what responsibilities lie with custody and which 

lie with the arresting / escorting officers 

 Dispute over the use of restraint during “close proximity” observations 

 Police assuming liability for remanded prisoners in legalised cells 

 Police acting as a taxi service for prisoners upon release 

 

These issues manifest themselves in many ways but one of the starkest is that the 

pressures in custody are leading to delays in the service of justice. For example officers 

can be requested not to undertake certain policing operations or execute warrants in 

order to ease the pressure on the department. 

 

In conclusion the SPF wishes it noted once again that the care provided to prisoners, 

once they get into the custody centres, is of high quality. There is no doubt however that 

the pressures at and caused by custody continue to have a negative impact on the 

delivery of policing. The Hub model for custody is a product of necessity and one which 

the SPF considers would not be in place but for the exceptional financial pressures that 

have faced the PSoS since its inception.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

CALUM STEELE 

General Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Please reply to: Scottish Police Federation, Headquarters, 5 Woodside Place, Glasgow, G3 7QF 
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Appendix 

 

Hub and Spoke Policing Model (the Hub Model)  

 

Local Policing 

 

The Hub model of policing can best be described as a policing approach that 

seeks to deliver the best possible policing response in an otherwise sub-optimal 

set of circumstances.  

 

In local policing the hub model draws police responses from satellite areas (the 

spokes) to larger urban conurbations (the hub) in order to service the police 

demand (calls). This is wholly due to the depletion in the number of response 

officers.  

 

Large towns which were once able to deliver sufficient police officers to service 

the call demand are now entirely reliant on colleagues from neighbouring towns 

and villages in order to create the illusion of adequate police resources for calls. 

The net effect is that local policing has increasingly become a response only (or 

fire brigade) service with far fewer officers covering vastly greater geographic 

areas, each with differing policing need. There is no doubt that in the hub and 

spoke model for local policing, the communities served by the “spoke officers” 

are considerable losers.  

 

Custody 

 

In the custody arena the Hub model operates in a similar manner to that for local 

policing. The main difference is that there is no guarantee that the Custody Hub 

aligns with the local policing hub. In effect it simply means the “spokes” can be 

longer or further away from the hub (either in time or distance) than they are in 

local policing. The Custody hub also exists the service the local policing spoke 

inevitably ends up supporting the demands of the hub to the detriment of its 

purpose.  

 

Taser Hub Model 

 

The PSoS disburses Taser across the police estate in a hub model. Like custody 

hubs, the Taser hubs do not necessarily align with local policing hubs. In some 

instances this results in some officers from spoke locations travelling up to two 

hours daily just to collect and return a Taser. This particular, and highly 

inefficient, hub and spoke model is entirely due to the capital cost of the 

infrastructure equipment that the Police Information and Review Commissioner 

insisted the PSoS install. 


